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I, Abitract

This report presents the basic components of a nrima facia
antitrust case against the Oregon State System of Higher Education.
It deals with the constitutional issues raised as well as showing
that higher education is interstate commerce within the meaning of
the antitrust laws. The report analyzes the state exemption to
antitrust laws and concludes that recent decisions have limited
this exemption to such an extent that the State System would be
held to be within the scope of the antitrust laws. Under the
Sherman Act the most difficult parts of the prima facie case are
proof of conspiracy and market definition. It is shown that the
State System is engaging in several actions which are substantive
violations of the Sherman Act, including price fixing, tying, market
sharing, and selling below cost. In a Clayton Act prosecution
the most difficult task is to show that higher education is a
commodity and that the State Board of Higher Education is a
person, although showing the substantive acts of tying and
price discrimination is easy. The Federal Trade Commission Act
is the most promising for attacking the present State System
because the act is supposed to deal with cases where substantive
actions are clear but technicalities prevent prosecution under
other acts. Unlike the other antitrust acts, private suits can
not be brought under the Federal Trade Commission Act but must be
brought before the Federal Trade Commission. The Commission
only has to accept a suit if it finds that it is in the public
interest. Research indicates that although an antitrust suit
against the State System would certainly be called a long shot,
it is indeed feasible and has a firm foundation in case law. Tt is
hoped that this paper will succeed in transfering the discussion
of antitrust and higher education from legal technicalities to

the divergent policies of antitrust and higher education.



II, Preface

The author has just begun his second year of studie3 at the
University of Oregon Law School, where he enrolled after receiving
a B. A. in path from the Vnivernity of Chicspo, This paper is the
result of twelve weeks of research undertaken white employed as

a W/CNE (Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education) intern
during the summer of 1972, The internship was sponsored by the
University of Oregon's ConsuMer rights Research Center (crpo and gas
'funded by a grant received from the Center to study the marketing
and funding of iligher Education.

Previous studies done by CPRC have revealed sore of the
anti-competitive effectn of the present system of funding hinder
education in Oregon and the question of the relevance of the
Antitrust laws has arisen. The purpose of this prolect is to Assess
the feasibility of an antitrust suit against the nrepon State
System of nigher Education and to prepare a report which dtscunses
tne,rclevant legal complexities. This report is intended to
supplement the research being done by CRRC consequently no economic
analysis is presented.
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III, Introduction

During the past several years oducarion in America 'las
received a large measure of publicity, often due to the turmoil
evident on college campuses throughout the country. As this turmoil
has subsided attention has been given to other aspects of education;
one of the areas given increasing scrutiny is the fundinc of
education. Many have become concerned about the upward spiraling
of property taxes to support elementary And secondary education as
well as the state and federal taxes used to support higher
education. This concern has led to an analysis of the situation
which suggests that the higher education industry can be studied
using models similar to those used to study other industries, This
line of argument that the higher education industry responds
to the same economic rules as other industries leads one to
question why the higher education industry should not also play
by the same legal rules. In particular, why shouldn't the
higher education industry be subject to federal antitrust laws?
This paper will analyze the higher education industry in Oregon in
terms of the federal antitrust laws,

The first four sections of the paper deal with threshold
questions which are c.ommon to all three of the antitrust acts.
In these sections the constitutional issues are examined, education
as interstate commerce is analyzed, and the question of the acope
of the state exemption to antitrust laws is studied. The next
major section deals with both parts of the Sherman Act, analyzing
such State System actions as price fixing, tying, market sharing,
and selling below cost. The next section considers tying and price
discrimination and the basic elements of an action under the Clayton
Act. The section on the Federal Trade Commission Act examines both
the broad acope and limitations under the final antitrust act.

This paper can be likened to a preliminary brief on the subject
of antitrust and higher education, An attempt has been made to
present a prima facie case against the Oregon State System of Higher
Education (hereinafter the State System) and to highlight the legal
complexities of an antitrust case against the State System. This
paper should not be viewed as the first step in the preperation of a
court case against the State System but rather as an argument to
be used in conjunction with economic analysis of the State System to
prompt legislative action, Antitrust law is based on a firm
foundation of belief in the advantages of a competitive market
situation and if it can be shown that the State System is in
violation of the substantive antitrust law, this system will
be operating in conflict with those policies. If this conflict
cannot be resolved, the antitrust laws will prevail and the State
System should be changed.' In addition, it should be noted that the
Oregon legislature has passed antitrust laws declarinv such hings ns
price discrimination and selling below cost to be illegal, apparently
without realizing the conflict between these laws end the State System,1
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These conflicts between federal antitrust law and the funding of
the State System must either be justified or resolved through
legislative change, It is clear that the state could not set up a
monopoly directly by driving out All of the private colleges' an attempt
to do that in elementary and secondary education in Oregon was
declared to be in violation of the first amendment.4 If the state
can not create a monopoly directly then it should be restrained
from doing so indirectly.

IV. Threshold Issues

Constitutional

One issue which will immediately be raised when the possiblility
of an antitrust suit against the State System is suggested is the
State's Constitutional right to set up a higher education system
without interference from the federal goveenment; however, this
should prove to be no great obstacle. The Supreme Court has said,
"The power of Congress in the commerce field is broad and sweeping
and where it keeps within its sphere and violates no express
constitutional limitation, the Supreme Court will not interfere. "'
Although there is some governmental immunity to the power of the
federal government to tax6it has long been recognized that
public schools are subject to taxation.? Congress has always been
able to exercise its power under the con,Aerce clause to suspend
state lays which interfere with its purpose.8 The sovereign power
of the states is necessarily diminished by the extent of the grants
of power to the Federal government in the Constitution.9 The
Supreme Court has recognized that public school systems come within
Congress' power to regulate commerce.10

State Exemption

The most important defense to any antitrust action against the
State System will be that the state does not come within the score
of the antitrust laws. In the landmark case of Parker v. Brownll
the Supreme Court held that activities of state governments were not
within the prohibitions of the Sherman Act. The scheme under review
in the Parker case had been set up by the California legislature
to control the production and distribution of raisins, The purpose
of this scheme was to "conserve the agricultural wealth of the State"
and to "prevent economic waste in the marketing of agricultural crops"12
of the state. The Court assumed for the purposes of the opinion that
the scheme would have 1,een ille7,a1 if undert0Pn nrivatelv and no
based its opinion squarely on the State's exemption from tho Sherman
Act. The Court stated that there is "not!lin,-, in Cip 11nNin!,
.)f the SLuran Act or in its history which suggests that its pnroose
was to restrain a state or its officers or agents from activities
directed by its leo,islature."13The Court immediately placed limits on
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this state exemption by notinn tl,ra "a state does not live
to those who violate the Sherman authorizing them to violate it,
or by declaring that thAu ;1cti.on laY(ul."1The Court also
pointed out that tho question of a Stat:2 joining in a private agreement
or combinatiu by others for restraint of trade was not at issue
in the case."

The result of the Parker case has been questioned by frequent
litigation which has served to further restrict the state exemption.
In a number of cases involving tobacco hoards of trade set up
by statute but staffed by local growers the emphasis was on the
reasonableness of the conduct rather than the state exemption
and some of these b94rds'of trade were found to be violating
the antitrust laws. In the insurance field a North Carolina
scheme for regulating insurance was found to be indistinpuishhble
from the Parker case and so exempt from antitrust regulationP
In three cases the courts have examined the question of public officials
narticipation in sonspiracies to restrain trade and only one
found liability.1°The other two cases, however, are not strong
precedents since one involved a situation in which the Federal
Aviation Administration had partial jurisdiction, and in the
other case the public official's only action was to switch an
already existin monopoly from the hands of the plaintiff to
the defendant.2ufhe courts have now realized that the emphasis
of the Parker Court on the extent of the state involvement
"precludes the facile conclusion liat action by any public official
automatically confers exemption.'

Several tests have evolved for determining the extent of the
state exemption to antitrust law. The simplest of these
examines the amount of state participation in the situation under
question and if there is a large amount of state control there is
immunity.22The second test goes much further and examines the
policy behind the state action under question. The court in Whitten
v. Paddock stated that "valid government action confers antitrust
immunity only when government determines that competition is not
the summun bonum in a particular field and deliberately attempts
to provide an alternate form of public regulation," 23In the
Whitten case the court divided antitrust cases in which the state
was involved into three categories. In the first category,
which includes the Parker case, the state had deliberately occupied
the field to enforce an anticompetitive policy.24The court points
out that a state policy of encouraging price stability is not enough
to confer an exemption from antitrust laws; the state must actually
delegate the power to set prices and have some method for
reviewing these prices,25The middle category is occupied by cases in
which the state has chosen to regulate an industry but where the
state has remained neutral with respect to restraints of trade.
In these cases the courts have denied immunity. 261n the third
category in which the '.Whitten case falls the state has espoused
an openly competitive policy and no immunity is found. The final
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test for deciding the question of ,Ate fr,munity examines not only
the state policy behind the action; in question but the federal
policy behind the antitrust laws and aev other relevant statute
as well. If both federal and state statutes are found to cover the
same field and the laws have the same enrpose, they are reconciled
and allowed to cRexist; if the lays reveal different purposes, the
state law falls.'7An attempt is made to render both state
regulatory and federal antitrust goals complementary rather than
mutually exclusive.28Reasoqing along theSe lines the court in
Hecht v. Pro-Football, Inc;9pointed out that the immunity to
antitrust laws granted in the Parker case was really a result of
the similar goals of the state action in question and the federal
Agricultural Adjustment Act. The exemption was created not by state
action but by Congress itself when it passed the Agricultural
Adjustment Act.3°

The Supreme Court has not yet resolved the differences between
these tests of state immunity to the antitrust laws; consequently
any of them might be the proper one to resolve the question
of immunity for the State System. To attempt to resolve these three
tests in this paper would require a great deal of time and ink and
the result of this process certainly could not be regarded as the
ultimate test, An easier approach is simply to examine the State
System in light of the three tests, i'sing the first purely
quantitative test it Is clear that the State System would be granted
immunity since the state not only regulates the State System
but it also completely 'controls and provides most of the financinz for
the State System. Using the second test the State System clearly
would not he granted immunity since the state has never "determined
that competition is not the summun bonus" in the field of education,
Using the third test and keeping in mind that the purpose of an
act is determined not only hxile,gislative declarations but by the
effects of a statute as well it is clear that if the State System
has anti-competitive effects then its purpose is in conflict with
the purpose of the antitrust laws and no immunity will be granted.
r)nly the first of the three tests Mould Brant immunity to the
State System and the two cases on which this test is based are
shaky precedents, In the Travelers case the court rested its
decision partly on the fact that the defendant "had not been
extended valid governmental authority to engage in monopolistic
practices" which seems co place this case in the middle categer
of the second test. Tn the Norman's case the court pointed out that
the 'icGuire Act was not applicable to the Virpin Tslands since
it did not have full legislative power and there is a ernat deal
of policy analysis undertaken resemhling that necessary for the
third test. The first test, the purely quantitative one, in the
only test which would grant the State System immunity and it hns that
been shown that that test is not based on strong precedents.
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ocnrerce

Another question which will imnediately be raised in an
antitrust suit against the State System is that education is not
commerce within the meaning of the antitrust laws, There is no
express statutory exemption for professional activities but for
many years these activities enjoyed immunity from antitrust since
they were n6t considered to come within the meaning of commerce,32
But the commrrce category has been expandqd so that it now
includes medicine, insurance, and drama.3JIn the only antitrust
case which considered the question of education as commerce the
District Court gave a lengthy consideration to non-commercial
activities as commerce, concluding that education is indeed
commerce. 34The court stated:

The myriad financial considerations involved in
building programs, teacher's salaries, tuitions
and miscellaneous operating expenses attest
to the commercialization which necessarily exists
in the field of higher education, Despite
the opposition of many educators, there has been
a recent trend toward the organization of
faculty members to bargain collectively for
better salaries and other benefits. any

institutions rent dormitory rooms and operate
dining halls, book stores and other service
facilities. Also there is a commercial aspect
to the sharp competition for government and
private contracts and the quest for research
grants. In 1967-68 institutions of higher
education expended more than 17 billion dollars.
The protection for the year 1976-77 is 41 billion.
Higher education in America today possesses
many of the attributes of business. To hold
otherwise would ignore the obvious and challenge
reality.

5

The Appeals court overuled the lower court and dismissed the case on
the grounds that higher education was not commerce in this context.
The court stated:

In this context, an incidental restraint of
trade, absent an intent or purpose to affect
the commercial aspects of the profession, is
not sufficient to warrant application of the
antitrust laws.36

The court did not find the case compelling; they simply did not
decide the more difficult issue, whether education is commerce.
This i3 illustrated by the court when it says "It is possible to
conceive of restrictions on elegibility for accreditation that could
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have little other than a comerci591 hettvo; and as such, antitrhht
would presumably be applicable, "'It clear that the state
does affect the commercial aspects of to erofession; conseenentle
the above case does not provide a clehr precedent. It is' also

clear that the State System is operated for other t"_Ana commercial
purposes which takes this case outside of the dictum noted above.
This case provides little help in determining whether hieher education
is commerce,

There are two things which can assist in deciding whether education
is commerce. First is the fact that the general language of
the antitrust acts was designed by Congress to exercise its
power under the commerce clause of the Constitution to the fullest
extent possible.38Since regulating education is within ('.ingress' commerce
power9 it seems that a court would easily find that education is
commerce within the meaning of the antitrust laws. The second
fact which must be noted is that dependinc! on the plaintiff the
question of education as inter-state co=lerce 'Inv never arise. "hen
deciding whe.7her commerce is being estraih0 it is propey to loo..: it
the trade which the Diointifr clo.1.3 1 °'201: _e

if the plaintiff is a doctor romn/aining about the State System
practice of tying Riedical services to education, the relevant
question-is whether medical services are commerce. If the
plaintiff 13 a private school operated for profit in Oregon, the
trade of the plaintiff would have to constitute commerce for a
suit to be successful. If the plaintiff is an independent, four
year, non church related, college then once again it is the
plaintiff's trade :which must constitute commerce in order for a
successful suit.

Interstate

The last prohlem which spans 111 of the antitrust nets is
whether the State System is engager! in interstate commerce. *once

again the question may he resolved depending on who the plaintiff
happens to he. Leaving that question Aside it is still easy to see
that the State System is engaged in interstate commerce, interstate
commerce has been defined as "every negotiation and dealino between
citizens of different states which contemplates and causes and
importation into one state from another, whether it he Roods or
information. u4lAnother definition of interstate commerce points nut
that commerce is not confined to business activity in a conventional
sense but includes non business and non-nrofit activities, "bother
private or governmental in nature and irrespective of whether Cloy
compete with or may he substituted for by private enterprise,"42Both
the Sherman Act and the Federal Trade Commission Art tae a more
expansive view of the requirement that the conduct under
consideration he interstate commerce than does the Clayton Aet.
The Sherman Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act both anply to
activities which have a substantial effect on interstate commerce
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even though they aro completely intrastate.41The Clayton Act holds
to a more stringent test requiring the activities themselves to be
in interstate commerce." The courts have held that the "operation
of puhlic schools and hospitals by the several states and their
subdivisions affect interstate commerce to substantial deeree
whether or not such operations constitute interstate commerce. "65
Although it seems clear from the definitions given above that the
Mate System is engaged in interstate commerce this question mar
pose some difficulties in Clayton,Act prosecutions.

The Sherman Act

Section I. in general this section states that any contract,
combination, Jr conspiracy in restraint of interstate trade or
commerce is illegal. There are four main issues which arise under Sec-
tion I of the Sherman Act."

1) What proof suffices to show a contract, combination
or conspiracy?

2) Does the conduct reviewed sufficiently affect interstate
trade or commerce?

3) What is the relevant market and what evidence is sufficient
to establish that market?

4) In that market does the conduct challenged unduly restrain
competition?

1) Contract, Combination or Conspiracy

In order to find liability under Section 1 of the Sherman Act there
must be some concert of action between two parties in the form of
a contract, combination, or conspiracy.47An individual may
restrain interstate commerce without coming within the inhibition
of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.48In order to bring the State
System under Section "1 of the Sherman Act some plurality of
action must be found. The State System. is corposed of several highly
autonomous schools which are in competition with each other and
with other schools outside of the system. This system is run by
the State Board of Higher education (hereinafter the State
Board) whose members are appointed by the governor. Thus the system
is somewhat analogous to a centralized corporation with the
revenue and costs appropriated by a central headquarters.

The question which immediately arises when considering the
State System is whether it 'is to be considered AS several firms who
have combined certain management decisions or whether the system is
to be considered as one firm with several subsidiaries. Tf the
former is the case then a combination or conspiracy is the obvious
form of the system, Sy combining management decisions in one
body the State System by definition would have formed a combination
or conspiracy,49If the courts find that the State s':,stem in actually
only one firm with several subsidiaries then proof of consnirney or
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combination becomes more difficult. Ye a recent case, the qupre-e
Court found that the defendants ha,! set ep their central lieensint.
arrangement for the purpose of effectiny i market division scher'e
and the Curt declared this to he a violation of section 1 of the
Sherman Act."The two most important Factors which the courts use
when deciding whether an enterprise is beyond the scope of
Section 1 of the Sherman Act because it is only one firm. and cannot
conspire with itself are the degree of autonomy (or conversely
the lack of control) of one corporate relative to another, and the
extent to which corporate relAtiV0S are held out as COMpetitOr01
The Supreme Court hes noted that the rule that "common ownership
and control does not liberatecorporations from the impact of the
antitrust lays" is especially aeplicable where affiliated
corporations "hold themselves out As comnetitors." "The Attorney
Ceneral's report points out that the substance of the Supreme
Court cases is that "concerted action between a parent and a

subsidiary or between subsidiaries which has for its purpose or
effect coercion or uereasonahle restraint on the trade of straneers
to those acting in concert is prohibited by Section 153 T'ecent
cases dealing with this question have generally favored the single
trader concept and have refused to find liability but immunity is
not euarantee(04 The Supreme Court recently has narrowed the scope of
the single trader concept by holding that common ownership of corporate
members in an enterprise where the corporations were operating
separately "would not save them from any of the obligations that
the law imposes on separate entities."51owever, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals recently held that unincorporated divisions of a
single corporation cannot conspire in violation of Section 1
of the Sherman AcO6 Although the structure of the State System
is different from the structure of the conspiracies found in the
cases above it is clear that a court could find that the State
Board VAS a conspiracy.

2) interstate Trade or Commerce

This issue has already been dealt with and it is sufficient
to note here that commercial service activities of any kind will con-
stitute trade or commercand only those activities are beyond the
reach of the Sherman Act which are purely local in the double sense that
they (1) are not within the flow of interstate commerce and (2) have
no significant effect on that flow.58

3) !:arket

The relevant market has two aspects--eeographical and product
participation. The product being supplied by the State System is
undergraduate eddcation and the market certainly includes under-
graduation education provided by private schools. nefinine the
geographical limits of the market is more difficult. The State
System draws student from all over thr world and nraduates of that
system travel to all parts of the world; however, it would be
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meaningless to speak or the world or ov0r1 the r, s. As the relevant
market. Findine the relevant -arl.er is conaidered a eueation of raet)'
awl in order to deternine rho ooperaphloal bonnda of the market
the courta have supgeste,' ea.aminine the patterns of trade which
are followed in practice, the area of effective comnetition within
which the defendant overates6Ar the area in hich the defendant ill
plaintiff are in competitte42 Tn another case tha court limited
the maret to the area,vhere the defendant had been rakinP his
greatest efforts to become the sole supplier of replacement parts."
The question of the relevant mar'cet area is one in which common
sense and the rule of reason plaY. a later,. part. Although the
State System drays students from all over the world, it draws
over 907 of its students from the State of Oregon, ;Viso, over 907,
or the. Oregon high school seniors who eo to college stay in the
State of Oregon and, of the full time eeuiValent twelve student
hours taught in Oregon's four year colleoes, are toitoht in the
State System. The State SyStemdrar.:s its second largest block of
students from California but to consider the State of California
as part of the relevant bar,.et would he to ignore reality. The
average oregon high school senior has little chance of attending
Cr.lifornia school not only because of hioll admission atandards
but also because of high oat-of-state tuitionif there is any
competition on the undergraduate level it is only for the intellectual
and financial elite.

A further araument ,Which indicates that Oregon is the relevant
market is that by setting, up out-of-state tuition rates all over the
country the State Systems have effected a market sharing arranperent.
Although it might he impossible to attack this arrangement directly
because of the Constitutional issues involved it can be arpued that
the State System he. Mopped from clairine that the relevant
market be anything other than the qtate of oreeen. By setting te,
these out-of-state tuition rates the market has already been defined
and since the State System has achieved such a measure of control
over the Oregon market they should not be allowed to argue that the
area of effective competition is any lareor. Also it must he kept
in mind that the relevant market mieht Ile influenced by the plaintiff
in a case against the State System. TF the snit were brought by a
private college in Oregon which drew most of its students from Oregon
then the area of competition would be oregon which would then he the
relevant marke04 The average high school senior in Orepon who
wishes to attend a four year college must choose between the State
System and other schools in the country with tuition rates three or
four times higher. Viewed from that perspective it seems reasonable
to say that the relevant market is Oregon.

4) Undue Restraint of Competition

The nsuil method of demonstrating undue reatraint of trade is to
examine the effect of the defendant's conduct in the market which has
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already been defined to see if that conInct unduly restrains trade.
The courts usually look to the reasonableness of the conduct and
determine (1) whether the defendant has enough marl:et power to
make the restriction an undue restraint of trade and (2) whether
the defendant actually exercises the power or intends to do so."
The State Fystem sells its product at shout 1/1 of the cost to
produce it. The effects of this pricing structure on the Oregon
market has already been examined and the conclusion is clear --the
private colleges are heinp driven out of the marketF (Since
this report is to he used in conjunction with an in-depth economic
analysis of the State System, very little economic analysis is
given here.) The State System does have and is using Its power to
exercise a high degree of restraint on the trade or commerce in the
Oregon market.

There are some actions which the courts consider so likely to
Cause an undue restraint of trade that when one of those actions is
proven there is a conclusive presumption that there has been an
undue restraint of trade. The courts allow no evidence to be
introduced which would tend to prove that there had been no undue
restraint of trade or corImerce, These offenIss are called per se
offenses and the most common is price fixing, ^rice fixing includes
not only the establishment of uniform prices but an agreement upon
a range within which purchases or sales will be made as well;
prices paid or charged are fixed if they are to be at a certain
level, or on ascending or descending scales, or if by various
formula they are related to the market prices.64;ince the State
itoard sets all tuition levels in the State System it is clearly
engaging in price fixing, The only evidence which can he introduced
to defend a charge of price fixing is that prices were not fixed;
the courts will not allow evidence of good faith or purpose since
"a price fixing combination is not saved from sections 1-7
(Sherman \et) of this title by the high purpose for which it is
conceived."qqso the courts will'not allow evidence that the
price fixed is reasonable since the essence of the offen7°se is in
the power to set prices not the particular price set.

The State System also engages in tying or bundling which is
a Ea se violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. Tying is
defined as a scheme which forces a customer to take a product he
does not want in order to secure one he desires71By forcing, students
to pay fees for medical services, athletic services, and other
student activities the State System is tying these prolucts to its main
product--education, This is a per se offense but it must also be
shown that the State System has a high degree of power over the tying
product which is education,72 Since the amount of power the State System
as approaches monopoly proportions and will he discussed elsewhere
it will not be pursued here. The State System has more than enough
power to make the tying which the State System nractices a La se
offense,
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It was mentioned earlier that the institution of out -of- state
tuition has effected a sort of eareet sleerine errangement l'Atr t1V?
public systems of hleher education in this country. "arket sharinp
arrangements are illegal ender Section 1 of the 'Mermen ectrhut
this problem is not discussed here because of the other difficulties
which would be encountered, includinp roof of a conseiracv between
nll of the state systems, of higher education in the country,
involving important state's rights questions. Tt is a problem worth
pursuine but it is beyond the scope of this paper.

Section II. Section II of the Sherman Act has three substantive
offen;77747177are separate from those covered under Section I.
They aret74

1) to mononolize
2) to attempt to monopolize
3) to combine or conspire with an" other persons to rionopol.ize

any part of the trade or commerce (mono the several
states, or with foreign nations.

1) Arnopolization

The offense of monopolization under section 2 or the Sherman Act
has two elements, (1) possession of monopoly noeer (2) and the
willful acquisition or maintenance of that power15 In order to
establish the monopoly rower of a firm a relevant market must he
established both by the product and by eeoeraehical areal6 The
problem of,market definition has already been dealt with in section
1; it will he assumed here that the relevant market is the state or
erevon. The hasic criteria For determinine whether a firm has monneele
power is to examine its nower to affect prices 77 The State System
does nave this power as it sets tuition 1eveln at about 19 of the cost
of providing the service. The simile meet important criteria for
deciding, whether 1 monopoly exists is whether A firm has a large
share of the market, although the courts have not yet established
a prima facie rule for monopolization cases under section 2 of the
Sherman Act as they have done under section 7 of the Clpyton Act.
In the Cellophane case the court indicated that had the market been
limited to cellophane, the defendant's control of 757' of that market
would have constituted monopoly power. I13 two other cases the
Supreme Court found that 817 of the marke and 877 of the market
were enough. 81The Grinnell case went one step further at the
District Court level by saying that when the defendant's dominant
share of the market had been established, the burden of disproving
monopoly shifts to the defendant, "The Supreme Court did not endorse
the view since it found liability on more traditional grounds 30
no prima facie rule has been established. As was mentioned earlier
the State System provides 85.587 of the full time equivalent hours
in the state of Oregon in four year colleges and there Is no doubt
that the State System, has monopoly ',over to the 9reeon market. Tt
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might also he argued alone the lines of the nrinaell case that the
high share of the earet constitute n Tq",a facie case of
monopolization,

The eecond element of a case of moneeolizntionis proof that the
monopoly power has been willfully ohtateed or maintained. "ononole
power itself is not an offense ender Feet ion 2 of the Shermnn Act;
it must he coupled with the pereoe or intent of acquiring or
maintaining that ronopoly.rhe intent required here is not npeciftc
intent as required in attemptine to moeoeolizPbut can he shown by
proving that Sectiont offenses have been committeer As win
already discussed the State System has been guilty of several
Section 1 offences including price fixiee, selling )0.low coat,
tying, and possibly market sharing, '11.0 general intent necessary
for the offense of monopolization can also be proven by shoving that
the State Board took actions which contributed to their Monopoly
power. By proving that the Board took actions which increased
its power and by using the maxim that A man intends the necessary
consequences of his acts, sufficient eeneral intent can he shown, (;

Since the State Board has taken actions-such as continuing to exennd
vhile other schools Yost studetAs-which thplenent their power
their intent can readily he established,

elthoueh this eaper only set out to show a prima facie case of
antitrust violations against the State System there is one defense
which is so often used that a word should be said hut it.
This defense to the charge of monopolization is tl:At the monopoly
was thrust upon the defendant, The courts have given some examples
of thrust upon defenses, "The defendant ray escape liability tf
it bears the burden of proving that it owes its monopoly solely to
superior skill, sueerior prOucts, natural advanteees, economic or
technological efficiency."8iThe problem of this thrust upon defense
is obviated by stating the prima facie case in terms of "the willful
acquisition or maintenance of that power" a3 was done above; it
prevents the defense from arguing the thrust upon defense since it
will already have been shown that they used illeeal activities to
acquire or maintain their power. In the nrinnell case the Pistrict
f:ourt contended that the thrust upon case "is the highly exceptional case,
a rare avis more often found in academic groves than in the thicl.ets
of bnsiness."88

A nonopoly can also be built up by 'av of a combination which
follows the same males as a mono7oly resulting from internal
erowth. The rule has been laid down that "a correct interpretation
OE the statute makes it the crime of monopolization, une'er
Section 2 of the Sherman Act, for parties 9., to comhtne or conspire
to acquire or maintain the poser to exclude competitors from any
part of the trade or commerce among the severnt states or with foreign
nations, provided they also have such a power that they are able, as
a group, to exclude actual or potential competitton.""fhe question
of combination or consnirace was discussed above and nothing more
need be said here. Once a combination or conspiracy has been
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proven the question of intent wilV1 have h deen eal t with and the thnist
upon defense will not be vfahle.

2) Attempt or Conspire to lonopolize

The last two offenses under Section 2 or the qhermpn pct arc to

attempt to monopolize and to conspire to mononolize. 111080 offenses
are separate from monopolization and no showine is required that
monopoly rower was ever attained.91 As with most cases of attennt
or conspiracy to commit p substantive crime specific intent is required.`
F;pecific intent means more than the renerat intent required for a

monopolization offense and when the charge is cg9spiracv proof or
intent will merge with proof of the conspiracy.'- in the case or an
attempt to monopolize specific intent can be shown through such evidence
Is documents, industrial backrround, or a course of conduct.94

There is some question as to whether it is necessary to
define a marlet when the charge is nttemPting or conspiring to
ronopo1 i4e. In tolsig v. Tidewater nil Co.95 the court flatly
:tated that ".!'.hen the charge is attempt (or conspiracy) to monopollze

relevant Nar!:et is not an issue." The !lupreme rourt has not
directly ruled on thin statement althoug in a dtctum in one case
tTh- Court laid "to .establish mononolization or attempt to molosole
a part of trade or commerce under Section 2 of the Sherman 'ct,
Lt would he neCeSSar77 to appraise the exclusionary powex,... in
terms of the relelTant 1,-,nrl:et for the product involved. ..Innarently'

marl,et definition is till part of the prima facie case of an attempt
or conpiracy to monopolize. Since the market has been discussed
above it will not be .dealt with here.

VT, The Clayton ;pct

Price !'iscrimination. Price discrimination Tiler the clarton 'kct has
-----77 asheendeft7Trr-elv a Price difference." In order to establish
price discrimination between purchaser in violation of this section,
there must lie wual sales at two different prices to two different
actual huyers.)' It is clear that by charging out-of-state tuition
rates the State System is engaging in price discrimination. ,Also

the State System enrages in price discrimination by charring different
graduate and undergraduate tuition rates in cases where some of the
sane courses are taken. The Clayton :Act re0res the commodities
upon which a claim g price discrimination is founded by "of lil;e
grade and quality." The State Board offers the identical product to
out -of -state students at a higher rate than charred to in-state
students so the question of like grade and quality will, not nose
a problem here.

The Clayton ,Act does not rake every price discrimination illegal
but is restricted to certain classes of price discrimination. Before
it can he sail that the ',tate Board has violated the Clayton iket it

10must be aho7.7n that: i
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1) the State Board is a person
2) higher education is a commacqt7
3) purchases involved in such !iscrimination are tn commerce
4) the effect of such diScrimination --,ay he W-stantiallv to

lessen competition or tend to create a manopoly in snv line
of commerce, or to insure, destroy, or prevent cmpetition

1) Person

A person:is defined in 15U.s,C.12 as "including corporntiOns
and associations existing under or authorized by the laws of either
the United States, the la's of any of the territories, the laws
of an:, state, or the laws of any foreign country." It is clear that if
the state Board was not a state agency it would certainly be a

norson within the meaning of th' antitrust 11VS. The only question
which must be resolved is whether this state affiliation causes
the State Board to cease to he a person. The Supreme court has pointed
out that in construing the word person simple rules of construction
are not enough but resort must he *aide to the purpose of the fact,
the subject matter, the context, an'l the legislative history.
Such a study has since been made by the Snoreme Court when they
found a state to he a persopovithin the meaning of the antitrust for
purposes of a private suit, The Court pointed out that there is no
reason to suppose that Congress meant to leave the states without
any antitrust remedy. Since the word person is construed to be
used with the some meaning throughout the actl03it is clear that the
state could also be a person subject to suit for antitrust violation.°4
The state affiliation question makes no difference here and since
the State Board has the power to "institute, maintain, and per-
ticipate in suite105there is no exemption for the State System here,
It should be noted that 15 1'.(1.C.13c creates a specific exemption
for schools and other institutions to the price discrimination
portion of the Clayton Act for the purchase of sunplies,
mention is made or an exemption for any other purposes.

2) commodity

The ',ford commodity has not been subjected to much ludicial
but it has ton held that commodity "must he given its usual and
natural meaning,"106Some of the usual meanings given to commeditg
include all things possessing attributes ofAgneib 0le existence,
an article of movable or

lu
ogrsonal property, 1 IJO

that affords
. convenience or advantage, r any subject of commerce,11/A college
education is something which.is probably advantageous, can he sold
and moved, a..1 as mentioned above is an object of commerce.

3) commerce

The fact tilet education is r'.r has already been discussed
and it has alreJ* .1)en pointed out that the Clayton ^rt holds to
a more narrow reulatton of interstate co,Trerce, `ince the price
discrimination takes place precisely against those prlople who
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cross state lines that is no problem in saying that the commerce
affected by the price discrimination is interstate. 111

4) ';Lessen Competition

Proof of a price discrimination atone will not make nut a prima
facie case under this section of the Clayton Act, 112 The statute provides
for proof of some damage to some level of competition.113 The price
discrimination practiced by the state has its greatest effect
on the sehoole who are in competition with the State System so
the primary level of comnetition is the one under consideration,
The courts examine the economic situation and declare a price
discrimination a violation if it is reasonably probably that the
discrimination will hayn a substantial erfect on competition."'
The emphasis here should be on the visor of competition rather than
the hardship of individual institutions. 115 The courts have Always
ruled that predatory below cost pricinp will support a cindinp or
competitive injury. 116 It should he pointed out here that although
the members of the State hoard probably do not wish to harm
competition by engaging in price discrimination,. their good
motives are no defense to an antitrust claim."' The courts are
slow to infer injury here and usually demand some nronf of market
conditions.

Tyine his already been discussed as a violation of the S'nerrn-1
Act and it is al.'s A violation of the ellvton or.ltn,, of

titer section of tho Clayton Act rohthitine twine is vet,' sirqt1nr
to t)e wordine, in the section of the Clayton Act on "rice

Mc question of ,/beCler the State roard in n person
and t:hethor education in n co7tmolitv arise under this section but
are resolved by the discussion in the last chanter, Tn adlition
under this section it must be shown that the State System or the
plaintiff in a case against the State System are engaged in
trade which is interstate commerce,

After proof has been given that a product has been tied,
according to statute some proof must he made that competition has been
substantially lessened or that a monnpolv is tending to be
created. This proof can he made directly by showing market conditions
or by simpler methods which the courts have established, Tying
is considered a 221 se offense under the Sherman Act and it has
been regarded equally as harshly under the Clayton Act. The test
given fot determining lessening of competition is stated Aso .

"where the seller enjoys a Monopolistic InnttiOn in the, market
for the tying 'product, or if a substantial volume of commerce in
the. tied product is restrained the equisite potential
lessening of competition is inferred." This

r18

T his test of illegality
has been made even easier by chaneinc the requirement of mononolv
power to "sufficient econ' .1.c power" to produce npprertnbles
vestraint."119 Since the State System has a virtual mononolv ponitIon
in education as mentioned before an4 since the tying amounts to ()bout
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per studyRk per quarter the roeu(lite competitive injury spu'-!
'oe inferrod,` ,tlse competitive injure can 1,e tulerred simply

12showily that an appreciable amount of co7,1merce ans ',eon tie J, 1

V114 Federal Trade Commission Act

The rederal Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act were pased
in 1914 and were designed to supplement the general prohaitions of Cie
Sherman Act, The Clayton Act was aimed at specific practicer; thought
to be commonly used to gain monopoly power while the phrase "unfair
methods of competition" in the Federal Trade Commission Act WAS
left undefined in order to create flexibility and elasticity in
interpretation and to give tile Commission broad powers to curb
anticompetitive practices, Violations of either the Sherman or
Clayton Act have

2
keen held to be violations of .the rederal Trade

Commission Act, t 3since the Federal Trade Commission Oct is intended
to be supplemental.the courts have held that actions which fall short
of being Sherman or Clayton Act offenses are prohibited by the rederal.
Trade Commission Act,124Tt has been held that lack of a combination
or conspiracy necessary for a Section 1 Sherman Act offenv will not
defeat an action under the Federal Trade Commission Act,14Individual
or concerted conduct which falls short of being a Sherman Act
violation may as a matter of law constitute an unfair method of
competition,I26Arrangements similar to tying agreements have been
held to be violations of the rederal Trade Commission At since thi!Y
run counter to the public policy proclaimed in the federal antitrust
laws,127

The analysis in the sections on the Sherman and Clayton Acts has
shown that the State System is guilty of violAtinr,, the substantive
portions of the antitrust laws, The Federal Trade Commission Act
was designed to deal with situations in which the snirit of the
antitrust laws was being violated but technicalities prevented
prosecution. The Commission is supposed to determine for itself what
economic effects are sufficient to produce an unfair method of
competition.128Fnfordement of the Federal Trade Commission Act is
available only through Commission action and the commission must act
only when it finds action to be in the public interest,129The
consideration of public interest weighs strongly in any Commission
action since it is both a necessary and can he a sufficient reason
for finding a violation of the Federal Trade Commission Actol"

Conclusion

The forgoing analysts has presented the main arguments which would
be present in any antitrust action against the State System, A court
decision finding the State System in violation of antitrust law would
surely be a larPe step but one which is not without a firm foundation,
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The State System. is clearly in violation of the substantive portions
of the antitrust lay even if toehnicalities prevented a successful
suit. The appropriate response to this study is not to loo for
loopholes for the State System but throue,h legislative action to
resolve the obvious conflicts between the State System as it now
stands and the policies behind the antitrust laws,
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THE RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The preceding report was completed by a WICHE intern during the summer of 1972.

This intern's project was part of the Resources Development Internship Program

administered by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE).

The purpose of the internship program is to bring organizations involved in com-

munity and economic development, environmental problems and the humanities togeth

er with institutions of higher education and their students in the West for the

benefit of all.

For these organizations, the intern program provides the problem-solving talents

of student manpower while making the resources of universities and colleges more

available. For institutions of higher education, the program provides relevant

field education for their students while building their capacity for problem-solving.

WICHE is an organization in the West uniquely suited for sponsoring such a program.

It is an interstate agency formed by the thirteen western states for the specific

purpose of relating the resources of higher education to the needs of western citi-

zens. WICHE has been concerned with a broad range of community needs in the West

for some time, insofar as they bear directly on the well-being of western peoples

and the future of higher education in the West. WICHE feels that the internship

program is one method for meeting its obligations within the thirteen western

states. In its efforts to achieve these objectives, WICHE appreciates having re-

ceived the generous support and assistance of the Economic Development Administra-

tion, the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation, the National Endowment for the Humanities,

the National Science Foundation, and of innumerable local leaders and community

organizations, including the agency that sponsored this intern project.

For further information, write Bob Hullinghors , Director, Resources Development

Internship Program, WICHE, Drawer "P", Boulder, Colorado, 80302, (303) 449-3333.



DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES

Copies of many intern reports printed by WICHE may be obtained on loan

directly from WICHE or through one of the following depository libraries:

University of Alaska Library
College, Alaska 99735

University of Arizona Library
Tucson, Arizona 85721

University of California Library
Rerkeley, California 94720

University of California Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

Norlin Library
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Gregg M. Sinclair Library
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

University of Idaho Library
Moscow, Idaho 83843

University of Montana Library
Missoula, Montana 59801

University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89507

University of New Mexico Library
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

University of Oregon Library
Eugene, Oregon 94703

University of Utah Library
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

University of Washington Library
Seattle, Washington 98105

University of Wyoming Library
Laramie, Wyoming 82070



The ideas and opinions expressed

in this report

are those of the author.

They do not necessarily reflect

the views of the

WICHE Commissioners or WICHE staff.

The Resources Development Internship Program

has been financed during 1972 by grants

from the

Economic Development Administration,

Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation,

National Endowment for the Humanities,

National Science Foundation

and by more than one hundred community

agencies throughout the West.


